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	Revised and updated with improvements conceived in parallel programming courses, The Art of Multiprocessor Programming is an authoritative guide to multicore programming. It introduces a higher level set of software development skills than that needed for efficient single-core programming. This book provides comprehensive coverage of the new principles, algorithms, and tools necessary for effective multiprocessor programming. Students and professionals alike will benefit from thorough coverage of key multiprocessor programming issues.

	
		This revised edition incorporates much-demanded updates throughout the book, based on feedback and corrections reported from classrooms since 2008
	
		Learn the fundamentals of programming multiple threads accessing shared memory
	
		Explore mainstream concurrent data structures and the key elements of their design, as well as synchronization techniques from simple locks to transactional memory systems
	
		Visit the companion site and download source code, example Java programs, and materials to support and enhance the learning experience
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The Cichlids Yearbook Volume 1 (1)Cichlid Press, 1991

	Fascination with cichlids has taken many aquarists to the point where they go and observe these wonderful fishes in the natural habitat. The hunger for more knowledge about the cichlids’ behavior and distribution, and especially for more new species has led to the introduction of an overwhelming array of previously unknown species and...
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SQL HacksO'Reilly, 2006
 Whether you're running Access, MySQL, SQL Server, Oracle, or PostgreSQL, this book will help you push the limits of traditional SQL to squeeze data effectively from your database. The book offers 100 hacks -- unique tips and tools -- that bring you the knowledge of experts who apply what they know in the real world to help you...
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Pluggable Authentication Modules: The Definitive Guide to PAM for Linux SysAdmins and C DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2006
A comprehensive and practical guide to PAM for Linux: how modules work and how to implement them, covering 11 common modules, and installation of third-party offerings. Also covers developing your own modules in C.  First this book explains how Pluggable Authentication Modules (PAM) simplify and standardize authentication in Linux. It shows in...
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Handbook of Pattern Recognition and Computer VisionWorld Scientific Publishing, 2005
Dedicated to the memory of the late Professor King Sun Fu (1930-1985), the handbook series, with first edition (1993), second edition (1999) and third edition (2005), provides a comprehensive, concise and balanced coverage of the progress and achievements in the field of pattern recognition and computer vision in the last twenty years. This is a...
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Hack and HHVM: Programming Productivity Without Breaking ThingsO'Reilly, 2015

	
		How can you take advantage of the HipHop Virtual Machine (HHVM) and the Hack programming language, two new technologies that Facebook developed to run their web servers? With this practical guide, Owen Yamauchi—a member of Facebook’s core Hack and HHVM teams—shows you how to get started with these battle-tested...
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Delivering Utility Computing: Business-driven IT OptimizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Learn how to design and deploy utility computing systems to save costs and improve the value that IT delivers.
    The economic downturn that occurred after the .com boom and bust has put the cost of IT in the spotlight.  By following the principles of utility computing, also known as on-demand computing, real-time...
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